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Al Ain University Organizes Iftar for the AAU Staff Members

Al Ain University of Science and Technology in Abu Dhabi and Al Ain organized a collective Iftar
during the holy month of Ramadan, which was held in the presence of President of the

University and Chancellor, Professor Ghaleb El-Refae and Dr Noor Aldeen Atatreh,
respectively, in addition to the Deans of colleges, heads of departments and a number of

academic and administrative bodies.

Dr. Atatreh congratulated all for the month of Ramadan, wishing everyone success. He said that
the occasion of holding the Iftar is for renewing the spirit of harmony and friendship, and to

promote social interaction amongst us as a family. The AAU annually celebrates on this
occasion, out of our desire to provide a good environment and climate, and strengthen the

bonds of belonging, social communication among all staff, which in turn creates a good working
environment.

He even stressed that the Iftar gathering gave an air of intimacy and affection among all staff
and contributed to the development of a spirit of cooperation, as these meetings promote the



concept of family among all employees which entrenches the meanings and values of social
solidarity and compassion. Furthermore, he commended the staff for responding to the

invitation, which the university organizes annually in the month of Ramadan. He concluded his
greeting by offering them his most sincere good wishes on the upcoming Eid Al Fitr following the

holy month’s spiritual and social atmosphere.

At the end of the ceremony, the staff expressed their appreciation to the university
administration calling on Allah to reconstruct the holy month for all the goodness and wellness.

This ceremony has included many events and competitions which gave it a vital and
enthusiastic atmosphere.
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